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Abstract
In this article, we classify n-dimensional (n� 4) complete Bach-flat gradient shrink-
ing Ricci solitons. More precisely, we prove that any 4-dimensional Bach-flat gradient
shrinking Ricci soliton is either Einstein, or locally conformally flat and hence a finite
quotient of the Gaussian shrinking soliton R

4 or the round cylinder S3�R. More gen-
erally, for n � 5, a Bach-flat gradient shrinking Ricci soliton is either Einstein, or a
finite quotient of the Gaussian shrinking soliton R

n or the product N n�1 �R, where
N n�1 is Einstein.

1. The results
A complete Riemannian manifold .M n; gij / is called a gradient Ricci soliton if there
exists a smooth function f on M n such that the Ricci tensor Rij of the metric gij
satisfies the equation

Rij Crirjf D �gij

for some constant �. For �D 0 the Ricci soliton is steady, for � > 0 it is shrinking, and
for � < 0 expanding. The function f is called a potential function of the gradient Ricci
soliton. Clearly, when f is a constant the gradient Ricci soliton is simply an Einstein
manifold. Thus Ricci solitons are natural extensions of Einstein metrics. Gradient
Ricci solitons play an important role in Hamilton’s Ricci flow, as they correspond
to self-similar solutions, and they often arise as singularity models. Therefore, it is
important to classify gradient Ricci solitons or to understand their geometry.

In this article, we focus our attention on gradient shrinking Ricci solitons, which
are possible Type I singularity models in the Ricci flow. We normalize the constant
�D 1=2 so that the shrinking soliton equation is given by

Rij Crirjf D
1

2
gij : (1.1)
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In recent years, as a consequence of Perelman’s groundbreaking work in [21] and
[22], much research has been devoted to studying the geometry and classifications
of gradient shrinking Ricci solitons. We refer the reader to the survey papers [4] and
[5] by the first author, as well as to the references therein, for an overview of recent
progress on the subject. In particular, it is known (see [7], [20], [22]) that any com-
plete 3-dimensional gradient shrinking Ricci soliton is a finite quotient of either the
round sphere S

3, or of the Gaussian shrinking soliton R
3, or of the round cylinder

S
2 �R. For higher dimensions, it has been proved that complete locally conformally

flat gradient shrinking Ricci solitons are finite quotients of either the round sphere
S
n, or of the Gaussian shrinking soliton R

n, or of the round cylinder Sn�1 �R (this
was first due to Zhang [25], based on the work of Ni and Wallach [20]; see also the
works of Eminenti, La Nave, and Mantegazza [15], of Petersen and Wylie [23], of
Cao, Wang, and Zhang [10], and of Munteanu and Sesum [19]). Moreover, it fol-
lows from the works of Fernández-López and García-Río [16] and of Munteanu and
Sesum [19] that n-dimensional complete gradient shrinking solitons with harmonic
Weyl tensor are rigid in the sense that they are finite quotients of the product of an
Einstein manifold N k with the Gaussian shrinking soliton R

n�k .
Our aim in this paper is to investigate an interesting class of complete gradient

shrinking Ricci solitons: those with vanishing Bach tensor. This well-known tensor
was introduced by Bach [1] in the early 1920s to study conformal relativity. On any
n-dimensional manifold .M n; gij /, n� 4, the Bach tensor is defined by

Bij D
1

n� 3
rkrlWikjl C

1

n� 2
RklW i

k
j
l :

Here Wikjl is the Weyl tensor. It is easy to see that if .M n; gij / is either locally
conformally flat (i.e., Wikjl D 0) or Einstein, then .M n; gij / is Bach-flat: Bij D 0.

The case when nD 4 is the most interesting, as it is well known (see [2] or [14])
that on any compact 4-manifold .M 4; gij /, Bach-flat metrics are precisely the critical
points of the conformally invariant functional on the space of metrics,

W.g/D

Z
M

jWg j
2 dVg ;

where Wg denotes the Weyl tensor of g. Moreover, if .M 4; gij / is either half confor-
mally flat (i.e., self-dual or anti-self-dual) or locally conformal to an Einstein man-
ifold, then its Bach tensor vanishes. In this paper, we will show that the (stronger)
converse holds for gradient shrinking solitons: Bach-flat 4-dimensional gradient
shrinking solitons are either Einstein or locally conformally flat.

Our main results are the following classification theorems for Bach-flat gradient
shrinking Ricci solitons.
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THEOREM 1.1
Let .M 4; gij ; f / be a complete Bach-flat gradient shrinking Ricci soliton. Then,
.M 4; gij ; f / is either
(i) Einstein, or
(ii) locally conformally flat, and hence a finite quotient of either the Gaussian

shrinking soliton R
4 or the round cylinder S3 �R.

More generally, for n� 5, we have the following.

THEOREM 1.2
Let .M n; gij ; f /, n � 5, be a complete Bach-flat gradient shrinking Ricci soliton.
Then, .M n; gij ; f / is either
(i) Einstein, or
(ii) a finite quotient of the Gaussian shrinking soliton R

n, or
(iii) a finite quotient of N n�1 �R, where N n�1 is an Einstein manifold of positive

scalar curvature.

The basic idea in proving Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.2 is to explore the hidden
relations between the Bach tensorBij and the Cotton tensor Cijk on a gradient shrink-
ing Ricci soliton. It turns out that the key link between these two classical tensors is
provided by a third tensor, the covariant 3-tensor Dijk defined by

Dijk D
1

n� 2
.Ajkrif �Aikrjf /C

1

.n� 1/.n� 2/
.gjkEil � gikEjl/rlf;

(1.2)

where Aij is the Schouten tensor and Eij is the Einstein tensor (see Section 3).
This tensor Dijk (and its equivalent version in Section 3) was introduced by the

authors in [8] to study the classification of locally conformally flat gradient steady
solitons. On one hand, for any gradient Ricci soliton, it turns out that the Bach tensor
Bij can be expressed in terms of Dijk and of the Cotton tensor Cijk :

Bij D�
1

n� 2

�
rkDikj C

n� 3

n� 2
Cjlirlf

�
: (1.3)

On the other hand, as shown in [8], Dijk is closely related to the Cotton tensor and
the Weyl tensor by

Dijk D Cijk CWijklrlf: (1.4)

By using (1.3), we are able to show that the vanishing of the Bach tensor Bij implies
the vanishing of Dijk for gradient shrinking solitons (see Lemma 4.1). On the other
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hand, the norm of Dijk is linked to the geometry of level surfaces of the potential
function f by the following key identity (see Proposition 3.1): at any point p 2M n

where rf .p/¤ 0, we have

jDijkj
2 D

2jrf j4

.n� 2/2

ˇ̌
ˇhab � H

n� 1
gab

ˇ̌
ˇ2C 1

2.n� 1/.n� 2/
jraRj

2; (1.5)

where hab and H are the second fundamental form and the mean curvature for the
level surface † D ¹f D f .p/º, and where gab is the induced metric on the level
surface †. Thus, the vanishing of Dijk and (1.5) tell us that the geometry of the
shrinking Ricci soliton and the level surfaces of the potential function are very spe-
cial (see Proposition 3.2); consequently, we deduce that Dijk D 0 implies that the
Cotton tensor Cijk D 0 at all points where jrf j ¤ 0 (see Lemma 4.2 and Theo-
rem 5.1). Furthermore, when n D 4, we can actually show, by using (1.4), that the
Weyl tensor Wijkl must vanish at all points where jrf j ¤ 0 (see Lemma 4.3). Then
the main theorems follow immediately from the known classification theorem for
locally conformally flat gradient shrinking Ricci solitons and the rigid theorem for
gradient shrinking Ricci solitons with harmonic Weyl tensor, respectively.

Remark 1.1
Very recently, by cleverly using the tensor Dijk , Chen and Wang [13] showed that 4-
dimensional half-conformally flat gradient shrinking Ricci solitons are either Einstein
or locally conformally flat. Since half-conformal flat implies Bach-flat in dimension 4,
our Theorem 1.1 is clearly an improvement.

Note that by a theorem of Hitchin (see [2, Theorem 13.30]), a compact 4-dimen-
sional half-conformally flat Einstein manifold (of positive scalar curvature) is S

4 or
CP 2. Combining Hitchin’s theorem and Theorem 1.1, we arrive at the following clas-
sification of 4-dimensional compact half-conformally flat gradient shrinking Ricci
solitons, which was first obtained by Chen and Wang in [13].

COROLLARY 1.1 ([13, Theorem 1.2])
If .M 4; gij ; f / is a compact half-conformally flat gradient shrinking Ricci soliton,
then .M 4; gij / is isometric to the standard S

4 or CP 2.

Finally, in Section 5, we observe that for all gradient (shrinking, or steady, or
expanding) Ricci solitons, the vanishing of Dijk implies the vanishing of the Cotton
tensor Cijk at all points where jrf j ¤ 0 (see Theorem 5.1). This yields the clas-
sification of n-dimensional (n � 4) gradient shrinking Ricci solitons, as well as 4-
dimensional gradient steady Ricci solitons, with vanishing Dijk .
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THEOREM 1.3
Let .M n; gij ; f /, n� 4, be a complete gradient shrinking Ricci soliton withDijk D 0.
Then
(i) .M 4; gij ; f / is either Einstein, or a finite quotient of R4 or S3 �R;
(ii) for n� 5, .M n; gij ; f / is either Einstein, or a finite quotient of the Gaussian

shrinking soliton R
n, or a finite quotient ofN n�1�R, whereN n�1 is Einstein.

THEOREM 1.4
Let .M 4; gij ; f / be a complete gradient steady Ricci soliton with Dijk D 0; then
.M 4; gij ; f / is either Ricci flat or isometric to the Bryant soliton.

2. Preliminaries
In this section, we fix our notation and we recall some basic facts and known results
about gradient Ricci solitons that we need in the proofs of Theorem 1.1 and Theo-
rem 1.2.

First of all, we recall that on any n-dimensional Riemannian manifold .M n; gij /

(n� 3), the Weyl curvature tensor is given by

Wijkl DRijkl �
1

n� 2
.gikRjl � gilRjk � gjkRil C gjlRik/

C
R

.n� 1/.n� 2/
.gikgjl � gilgjk/;

and the Cotton tensor by

Cijk DriRjk �rjRik �
1

2.n� 1/
.gjkriR� gikrjR/:

Remark 2.1
In terms of the Schouten tensor,

Aij DRij �
R

2.n� 1/
gij ; (2.1)

we have

Wijkl DRijkl �
1

n� 2
.gikAjl � gilAjk � gjkAil C gjlAik/;

Cijk DriAjk �rjAik :

It is well known that, for n D 3, Wijkl vanishes identically, while Cijk D 0 if
and only if .M 3; gij / is locally conformally flat; for n � 4, Wijkl D 0 if and only if
.M n; gij / is locally conformally flat. Moreover, for n� 4, the Cotton tensor Cijk is,
up to a constant factor, the divergence of the Weyl tensor:
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Cijk D�
n� 2

n� 3
rlWijkl ; (2.2)

and hence the vanishing of the Cotton tensor Cijk D 0 (in dimension n � 4) is also
referred as being harmonic Weyl.

Moreover, for n� 4, the Bach tensor is defined by

Bij D
1

n� 3
rkrlWikjl C

1

n� 2
RklW i

k
j
l :

By (2.2), we have

Bij D
1

n� 2
.rkCkij CRklW i

k
j
l/: (2.3)

Note that Cijk is skew-symmetric in the first two indices and trace-free in any
two indices

Cijk D�Cj ik and gijCijk D g
ikCijk D 0: (2.4)

Next we recall some basic facts about complete gradient shrinking Ricci solitons
satisfying (1.1).

LEMMA 2.1 ([18, Section 20])
Let .M n; gij ; f / be a complete gradient shrinking Ricci soliton satisfying equation
(1.1). Then we have

riRD 2Rijrjf; (2.5)

and

RC jrf j2 � f D C0

for some constant C0. Here R denotes the scalar curvature.

Note that if we normalize f by adding the constant C0 to it, then we have

RC jrf j2 D f: (2.6)

LEMMA 2.2
Let .M n; gij ; f / be a complete gradient steady soliton. Then it has nonnegative
scalar curvature R � 0.

Lemma 2.2 is a special case of a more general result of Chen [12], which states
that R � 0 for any ancient solution to the Ricci flow (for an alternative proof of
Lemma 2.2, see, e.g., the more recent work of Pigola, Rimoldi, and Setti [24]).
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LEMMA 2.3 ([9, Theorems 1.1, 1.2])
Let .M n; gij ; f / be a complete noncompact gradient shrinking Ricci soliton satisfy-
ing (1.1) and the normalization (2.6). Then,
(i) the potential function f satisfies the estimates

1

4

�
r.x/� c1

�2
� f .x/�

1

4

�
r.x/C c2

�2
;

where r.x/ D d.x0; x/ is the distance function from some fixed point x0 2
M and where c1 and c2 are positive constants depending only on n and the
geometry of gij on the unit ball B.x0; 1/;

(ii) there exists some constant C > 0 such that

Vol
�
B.x0; s/

�
� Csn

for s > 0 sufficiently large.

3. The covariant 3-tensor Dijk
In this section, we review the covariant 3-tensor Dijk (introduced in our previous
work [8]) along with its important properties.

For any gradient Ricci soliton satisfying the defining equation

Rij Crirjf D �gij ; (3.1)

the covariant 3-tensor Dijk is defined as

Dijk D
1

n� 2
.Rjkrif �Rikrjf /C

1

2.n� 1/.n� 2/
.gjkriR� gikrjR/

�
R

.n� 1/.n� 2/
.gjkrif � gikrjf /:

Note that, by using (2.5), Dijk can also be expressed as

Dijk D
1

n� 2
.Ajkrif �Aikrjf /C

1

.n� 1/.n� 2/
.gjkEil � gikEjl/rlf;

(3.2)

where Aij is the Schouten tensor in (2.1) and where Eij D Rij � .R=2/gij is the
Einstein tensor.

This 3-tensor Dijk is closely tied to the Cotton tensor, and it played a significant
role in our previous work [8] on classifying locally conformally flat gradient steady
solitons, as well as in the subsequent works of Brendle [3] and Chen and Wang [13].
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LEMMA 3.1
Let .M n; gij ; f / (n� 3) be a complete gradient soliton satisfying (3.1). ThenDijk is
related to the Cotton tensor Cijk and the Weyl tensor Wijkl by

Dijk D Cijk CWijklrlf:

Proof
From the soliton equation (3.1), we have

riRjk �rjRik D�rirjrkf Crjrirkf D�Rijklrlf:

Hence, using (2.5), we obtain

Cijk DriRjk �rjRik �
1

2.n� 1/
.gjkriR� gikrjR/

D�Rijklrlf �
1

.n� 1/
.gjkRil � gikRjl/rlf

D�Wijklrlf �
1

n� 2
.Rikrjf �Rjkrif /

C
1

2.n� 1/.n� 2/
.gjkriR� gikrjR/

C
R

.n� 1/.n� 2/
.gikrjf � gjkrif /

D�Wijklrlf CDijk :

Remark 3.1
By Lemma 3.1, Dijk is equal to the Cotton tensor Cijk in dimension nD 3. In addi-
tion, it is easy to see that

Dijkrkf D Cijkrkf:

Also, Dijk vanishes if .M n; gij ; f / (n� 3) is either Einstein or locally conformally
flat. Moreover, like the Cotton tensor Cijk , Dijk is skew-symmetric in the first two
indices and trace-free in any two indices

Dijk D�Dj ik and gijDijk D g
ikDijk D 0: (3.3)

What is so special about Dijk is the following key identity, which links the norm
of Dijk to the geometry of the level surfaces of the potential function f . We refer
readers to [8, Lemma 4.4] for its proof.
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PROPOSITION 3.1 ([8, Lemma 4.1])
Let .M n; gij ; f / (n� 3) be an n-dimensional gradient Ricci soliton satisfying (3.1).
Then, at any point p 2M n where rf .p/¤ 0, we have

jDijkj
2 D

2jrf j4

.n� 2/2

ˇ̌
ˇhab � H

n� 1
gab

ˇ̌
ˇ2C 1

2.n� 1/.n� 2/
jraRj

2;

where hab and H are the second fundamental form and the mean curvature of the
level surface †D ¹f D f .p/º and where gab is the induced metric on †.

Finally, thanks to Proposition 3.1, the vanishing of Dijk implies many nice prop-
erties about the geometry of the Ricci soliton .M n; gij ; f / and the level surfaces of
the potential function f .

PROPOSITION 3.2
Let .M n; gij ; f / (n� 3) be any complete gradient Ricci soliton with Dijk D 0, let c
be a regular value of f , and let †c D ¹f D cº be the level surface of f . Set e1 D
rf=jrf j, and pick any orthonormal frame e2; : : : ; en tangent to the level surface
†c . Then
(a) jrf j2 and the scalar curvature R of .M n; gij ; f / are constant on †c;
(b) R1a D 0 for any a � 2, and e1 Drf=jrf j is an eigenvector of Rc;
(c) the second fundamental form hab of †c is of the form hab DHgab=.n� 1/;
(d) the mean curvature H is constant on †c;
(e) on †c , the Ricci tensor of .M n; gij ; f / either has a unique eigenvalue � or it

has two distinct eigenvalues � and � of multiplicity 1 and n� 1, respectively.
In either case, e1 Drf=jrf j is an eigenvector of �.

Proof
Clearly (a) and (c) follow immediately fromDijk D 0, Proposition 3.1, and (2.6); and
(b) follows from (a) and (2.5): R1a D .1=.2jrf j//raRD 0.

For (d), we consider the Codazzi equation

R1cab Dr
†c
a hbc �r

†c
b
hac ; a; b; c D 2; : : : ; n: (3.4)

Tracing over b and c in (3.4), we obtain

R1a Dr
†c
a H �r

†c
b
hab D

�
1�

1

n� 1

�
raH:

Then (d) follows since R1a D 0.
Finally, the second fundamental form is given by

hab D
D
ra
rf

jrf j
; eb

E
D
rarbf

jrf j
D
�gab �Rab

jrf j
:
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Combining this with (c), we see that

Rab D �gab � jrf jhab D
�
��

H

n� 1
jrf j

�
gab:

But both H and jrf j are constant on †c , so the Ricci tensor restricted to the tangent
space of †c has only one eigenvalue �:

�DRaa D ��H jrf j=.n� 1/; aD 2; : : : ; n; (3.5)

which is constant along †c . On the other hand,

�DR11 DR�

nX
aD2

Raa DR� .n� 1/�CH jrf j; (3.6)

again a constant along †c . This proves (e).

Remark 3.2
In any neighborhood U of the level surface †c where jrf j2 ¤ 0, we can always
express the metric gij as

ds2 D
1

jrf j2.f; �/
.df /2C gab.f; �/d�

a d�b: (3.7)

Here � D .�2; : : : ; �n/ denotes any local coordinates on †c . It follows from Proposi-
tion 3.2 that, when Dijk D 0, the metric gij is in fact a warped product metric on U
of the form

ds2 D dr2C '2.r/ Ng†c ; (3.8)

where Ng†c denotes the induced metric on †c . Furthermore, .†c; Ng†c / is necessarily
Einstein. The details can be found in [6].

4. The proofs of Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.2
Throughout this section, we assume that .M n; gij ; f /, n� 4, is a complete gradient
shrinking soliton satisfying (1.1).

First of all, we relate the Bach tensor Bij to the Cotton tensor Cijk and the tensor
Dijk , and then we show that the Bach-flatness implies that Dijk D 0.

LEMMA 4.1
Let .M n; gij ; f / be a complete gradient shrinking soliton. If Bij D 0, then Dijk D 0.

Proof
By direct computations and by using (2.2), (2.3), and Lemma 3.1, we have
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Bij D�
1

n� 2
rkCikj C

1

n� 2
RklWikjl

D�
1

n� 2
rk.Dikj �Wikjlrlf /C

1

n� 2
RklWikjl

D�
1

n� 2
.rkDikj �rkWjlikrlf /C

1

n� 2
.Rkl Crkrlf /Wijkl :

Hence,

Bij D�
1

n� 2

�
rkDikj C

n� 3

n� 2
Cjlirlf

�
: (4.1)

Next, we use (4.1) to show that Bach-flatness implies the vanishing of the tensor
Dijk . By Lemma 2.3, for each r > 0 sufficiently large, �r D ¹x 2M j f .x/� rº is
compact. Now, by the definition of Dijk and the identity (4.1), as well as properties
(2.4) and (3.3), we have

Z
�r

Bijrif rjf dV

D�
1

.n� 2/

Z
�r

rkDikjrif rjf dV

D
1

.n� 2/

�Z
�r

Dikjrif rkrjf dV �

Z
�r

rk.Dikjrif rjf /dV
�

D�
1

.n� 2/

�Z
�r

DikjrifRjk dV C

Z
@�r

Dikjrif rjf �k dS
�

D�
1

2.n� 2/

Z
�r

Dikj .rifRjk �rkfRij / dV

D�
1

2

Z
�r

jDikj j
2 dV:

Here we have used the fact, in view of (3.3), that
Z
@�r

Dikjrif rjf �k dS D

Z
@�r

Dikjrif rjf rkf
1

jrf j
dS D 0:

By taking r!1, we immediately obtain
Z
M

Bijrif rjf dV D�
1

2

Z
M

jDikj j
2 dV:

This completes the proof of Lemma 4.1.
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LEMMA 4.2
Let .M n; gij ; f /, n� 4, be a complete gradient shrinking Ricci soliton with vanishing
Dijk . Then the Cotton tensor Cijk D 0 at all points where rf ¤ 0.

Proof
First of all, Dijk D 0 and Lemma 3.1 imply that

Cijk D�Wijklrlf; (4.2)

and hence

Cijkrkf D�Wijklrkf rlf D 0: (4.3)

Next, for any point p 2M with rf .p/¤ 0, we choose a local coordinates sys-
tem .�2; : : : ; �n/ on the lever surface †D ¹f D f .p/º. In any neighborhood U of
the level surface † where jrf j2 ¤ 0, we use the local coordinates system

.x1; x2; : : : ; xn/D .f; �2; : : : ; �n/

adapted to level surfaces. In the following, we use a; b; c to represent indices on the
level sets which ranges from 2 to n, while i; j; k are used to represent indices on M
ranging from 1 to n. Under the above chosen local coordinates system, the metric g
can be expressed as

ds2 D
1

jrf j2
df 2C gab.f; �/d�

a d�b:

Next, we denote � D� rf
jrf j

. It is then easy to see that

� D�jrf j@f or @f D
1

jrf j2
rf:

Also, @1 and @f will be interchangeable below. We have

r1f D 1 and raf D 0 for a � 2: (4.4)

Then, in this coordinate, (4.3) implies that

Cij1 D 0:

CLAIM 1
Dijk D 0 implies that Cabc D 0 for a � 2; b � 2, and c � 2:
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To show that Cabc D 0, we make use of Proposition 3.2 as follows. From the
Codazzi equation (3.4) and hab DHgab=.n� 1/, we get

R1cab Dr
†
a hbc �r

†
b hac D

1

n� 1

�
gbc@a.H/� gac@b.H/

�
: (4.5)

But we also know that the mean curvature H is constant on the level surface †
of f , so

R1abc D 0:

Moreover, since R1a D 0, we easily obtain

W1abc DR1abc D 0:

By (4.2), we have

Cabc D�Wabcirjfg
ij DW1cabr1fg

11 D 0:

This finishes the proof of Claim 1.

CLAIM 2
Dijk D 0 implies that C1ab D Ca1b D 0.

To prove this, let us compute the second fundamental form in the preferred local
coordinates system .f; �2; : : : ; �n/:

hab D�h�;ra@bi D �h�;�
1
ab@f i D

�1
ab

jrf j
:

But the Christoffel symbol �1
ab

is given by

�1ab D
1

2
g11

�
�
@gab

@f

�
D
1

2
jrf j�.gab/:

Hence, we obtain

hab D
1

2
�.gab/: (4.6)

On the other hand, since jrf j is constant along level surfaces, we have

Œ@a; �	D�
�
@a; jrf j@f

�
D 0:

Then using the fact that h�; �i D 1 and that h�; @ai D 0, it is easy to see that

r�� D 0: (4.7)
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By direct computations and using Proposition 3.2, we can compute the following
component of the Riemannian curvature tensor:

Rm.�; @a; �; @b/D hr�ra@b �rar�@b; �i

D
˝
r�.r

†
a @b Cr

?
a @b/; �

˛
� hrar�@b; �i

D hr†a @b;�r��i C
˝
r�.�hab�/; �

˛
C hrb�;ra�i

D ��.hab/C hachcb

D�
�.H/

n� 1
gab C

H 2

.n� 1/2
gab:

Taking trace in a; b yields

Rc.�; �/D��.H/C
H 2

n� 1
:

Thus

Rm.�; @a; �; @b/D�
�.H/

n� 1
gab C

H 2

.n� 1/2
gab

D
Rc.�; �/

n� 1
gab:

Finally, we are ready to compute C1ab :

C1ab D�W1abirjfg
ij DW1a1bjrf j

2 DW.�; @a; �; @b/: (4.8)

However, by using Proposition 3.2(e), we have

W.�; @a; �; @b/DRm.�; @a; �; @b/C
Rgab

.n� 1/.n� 2/
�

1

n� 2

�
Rc.�; �/gab CRab

�

D
Rc.�; �/

n� 1
gab C

Rgab

.n� 1/.n� 2/
�

1

n� 2

�
Rc.�; �/gab CRab

�

D
�

n� 1
gab C

.�C .n� 1/�/gab

.n� 1/.n� 2/
�

1

n� 2
.�gab C�gab/

D 0:

Hence,

C1ab DW1a1b D 0: (4.9)

This finishes the proof of Claim 2.
Therefore, we have shown that Cij1 D 0, Cabc D 0, and C1ab D 0. This proves

Lemma 4.2.
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For dimension nD 4, we can prove a stronger result with the following.

LEMMA 4.3
Let .M 4; gij ; f / be a complete gradient shrinking Ricci soliton with vanishing Dijk .
Then the Weyl tensor Wijkl D 0 at all points where rf ¤ 0.

Proof
From Lemma 4.2, we know that Dijk D 0 implies that Cijk D 0. Hence it follows
from Lemma 3.1 that

Wijklrlf D 0

for all 1 � i; j; k; l � 4. For any p where jrf j ¤ 0, we can attach an orthonormal
frame at p with e1 D .rf =jrf j/, and then we have

W1ijk.p/D 0; for 1� i; j; k � 4: (4.10)

Thus it remains to show that

Wabcd .p/D 0

for all 2� a; b; c; d � 4. However, this essentially reduces to showing that the Weyl
tensor is zero in 3 dimensions (see [17, pp. 276–277])—observing that the Weyl tensor
Wijkl has all the symmetry of the Rijkl and is trace-free in any two indices. Thus,

W2121CW2222CW2323CW2424 D 0;

and so, by (4.10),

W2323 D�W2424:

Similarly, we have

W2424 D�W3434 DW2323;

which implies that W2323 D 0: On the other hand,

W1314CW2324CW3334CW4344 D 0;

so W2324 D 0: This shows that Wabcd D 0 unless a; b; c; d are all distinct. But there
are only three choices for the indices a; b; c; d since they range from 2 to 4.

Now we are ready to finish the proof of our main theorems.
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Conclusion of the proof of Theorem 1.1
Let .M 4; gij ; f / be a complete Bach-flat gradient shrinking Ricci soliton. Then, by
Lemma 4.1, we know that Dijk D 0. We divide the arguments into two cases.

Case 1: the set � D ¹p 2 M j rf .p/ ¤ 0º is dense. By Lemma 4.1 and
Lemma 4.3, we know that Wijkl D 0 on �. By continuity, we know that Wijkl D 0
on M 4. Therefore, we conclude that .M 4; gij ; f / is locally conformally flat. Fur-
thermore, according to the classification result for locally conformally flat gradient
shrinking Ricci solitons mentioned in the introduction, .M 4; gij ; f / is a finite quo-
tient of either R4 or S3 �R.

Case 2: jrf j2 D 0 on some nonempty open set. In this case, since any gradient
shrinking Ricci soliton is analytic in harmonic coordinates, it follows that jrf j2 D 0
on M ; that is, .M 4; gij / is Einstein.

This completes the proof of Theorem 1.1.

Conclusion of the proof of Theorem 1.2
Let .M n; gij ; f /, n � 5, be a Bach-flat gradient shrinking Ricci soliton. Then, by
Lemma 4.1, Lemma 4.2, and the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 1.1 above,
we know that .M n; gij ; f / either is Einstein or has harmonic Weyl tensor. In the
latter case, by the rigidity theorem of Fernández-López and García-Río [16] and of
Munteanu and Sesum [19] for harmonic Weyl tensor, .M n; gij ; f / is either Einstein
or isometric to a finite quotient of N n�k � R

k (k > 0), the product of an Einstein
manifold N n�k with the Gaussian shrinking soliton R

k . However, Proposition 3.2(e)
says that the Ricci tensor either has one unique eigenvalue or two distinct eigenvalues
with multiplicity of 1 and n � 1, respectively. Therefore, only k D 1 and k D n can
occur in N n�k �Rk .

5. Gradient Ricci solitons with vanishing Dijk
First of all, we notice that the proofs of Lemma 4.2 and Lemma 4.3 are valid for
gradient steady and expanding Ricci solitons. Hence we have the following general
result.

THEOREM 5.1
Let .M n; gij ; f /, n � 4, be a complete nontrivial gradient Ricci soliton satisfying
(3.1) and with Dijk D 0. Then
(i) the Weyl tensor Wijkl D 0 for nD 4 (i.e., .M n; gij ; f / is locally conformally

flat);
(ii) the Cotton tensor Cijk D 0 for n � 5 (i.e., .M n; gij ; f / has harmonic Weyl

tensor).
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As an immediate consequence of Theorem 5.1, of the classification theorem for
locally conformally flat gradient shrinking solitons and the rigidity theorem for gradi-
ent shrinking solitons with harmonic Weyl tensor mentioned in the introduction, and
of Proposition 3.2(e), we have the following rigidity theorem for gradient shrinking
Ricci solitons with vanishing Dijk .

COROLLARY 5.1
Let .M n; gij ; f /, n� 4, be a complete gradient shrinking Ricci soliton withDijk D 0.
Then
(i) .M 4; gij ; f / is either Einstein, or a finite quotient of R4 or S3 �R;
(ii) for n � 5, .M n; gij ; f / is either Einstein, or is a finite quotient of the Gaus-

sian shrinking soliton R
n, or is a finite quotient of N n�1 �R, where N n�1 is

Einstein.

Moreover, combining Theorem 5.1(i) and the 4-dimension classification theorem
for locally conformally flat gradient steady Ricci solitons (see [8], [11]), we have the
following.

COROLLARY 5.2
Let .M 4; gij ; f / be a complete gradient steady Ricci soliton with Dijk D 0. Then
.M 4; gij ; f / is either Ricci flat or isometric to the Bryant soliton.

Finally, let us further examine the relations among Dijk , Cijk , Wijkl , and Bij .
Note that Theorem 5.1(ii) tells us that for any nontrivial gradient Ricci soliton,Dijk D
0 implies that Cijk D 0. On the other hand, the converse is not true because the prod-
uct space S

k �R
n�k has Cijk D 0 but not Dijk D 0 by Proposition 3.2(e) for k � 2

and n � k � 2. So one naturally would wonder how much stronger is the condition
Dijk D 0 than Cijk D 0? It turns out that we have several equivalent characterizations
of Dijk D 0.

THEOREM 5.2
Let .M n; gij ; f /, n� 5, be a nontrivial gradient Ricci soliton satisfying (3.1). Then
the following statements are equivalent:
(a) Dijk D 0;
(b) Cijk D 0, and W1ijk D 0 for 1� i; j; k � n;
(c) divB � rf D 0 and W1a1b D 0 for 2� a; b � n.

Proof
For cases (a)! (b), this follows from Theorem 5.1 and Lemma 3.1.
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For cases (b)! (c), we see clearly that it suffices to show that Cijk D 0 implies
that divB � rf D 0. In fact, Cijk D 0 implies that divB D 0 for n� 5. This follows
from the following formula, which is well known at least for nD 4 among experts in
conformal geometry and general relativity.

LEMMA 5.1
For n� 4, we have

divB �rjBij D
n� 4

.n� 2/2
CijkRjk :

Proof
Recall that we have

Cijk DriAjk �rjAik

and

Wijkl DRijkl �
1

n� 2
.gikAjl � gilAjk � gjkAil C gjlAik/: (5.1)

By using the expression of the Bach tensor in (2.3), we have

.n� 2/riBij Drirk.rkAij �riAkj /CrkRklWikjl CRklrkWikjl :

But,

rirk.rkAij �riAkj /D .rirk �rkri /rkAij

D�RilrlAij CRklrkAlj CRikjlrkAil

DRikjlrkAil :

Thus, by using (5.1),

rirk.rkAij �riAkj /CrkRklWikjl D .Rikjl �Wikjl /rkAil

D
1

n� 2
.AjkgilClki CAikCkji /

D�
1

n� 2
RkiCjki :

Moreover, by (2.2), we know that

rkWikjl D
n� 3

n� 2
Cjlk :

Summing up, we obtain

.n� 2/riBij D
n� 4

n� 2
RklCjkl :
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For (c)! (a), by Lemma 5.1, Lemma 3.1, and (3.3), we have

divB � rf D
n� 4

.n� 2/2
CijkRjkrif

D
n� 4

.n� 2/2
.Dijk �Wijklrlf /Rjkrif

D
n� 4

2.n� 2/
jDijkj

2C
n� 4

.n� 2/2
W1a1bRabjrf j

2:

Thus, divB � rf D 0 and W1a1a D 0 for 2 � a � n imply that Dijk D 0 for all
1� i; j; k � n.

This completes the proof of Theorem 5.2.
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